
NEW COLLECTIONS
UPHOLSTERY



GROUP 
PRESENTATION 



INDOOR UPHOLSTERY 
FABRICS 



OUTDOOR UPHOLSTERY 
FABRICS 



WINDOW 
FABRICS 



MARINE 
FABRICS 



WHY 
SUNBRELLA® ? 



OUR 
KNOW-HOW 



Une technique de teinture à haute performance 



PIECE DYED
Fabric is dyed after weaving

YARN DYED
White yarn is dyed after spinning and before weaving

SUNBRELLA® SOLUTION DYED ACRYLIC 
Colour pigments are locked right into the very heart of the fibres 
during the initial stage of the manufacturing process, before the yarn
is even spun. 

Sunbrella® colours stand up to years of sun and light exposure. 

100% Sunbrella® Acrylic



Colour fastness to light and sun

ETAT D’ORIGINE

YARN 
DYED POLYESTER

YARN
DYED ACRYLIC

POLYPROPYLENE
OLEFIN

SUNBRELLA®

SOLUTION DYED
ACRYLIC

AFTER 1000 h
1 year of 

normal sunshine
In the south of France

AFTER 2000 h
2 years of 

normal sunshine
In the south of France

APRES 4000 h
4 years of 

normal sunshine
In the south of France

ORIGINAL
STATE



Proven performances



A brand that cares 
ABOUT THE ENVIRONMENT



PRODUCT LIFECYCLE 
MANAGEMENT

 
As part of its Renaissance program,
Sunbrella® created the Heritage
Renaissance line containing up to 50%
recycled solution-dyed acrylic fibres.

Recycled fibres are sourced directly from
production plants where waste is divided
into colour groups and turned back into
fibres. These fibres are then blended with
the “virgin” Sunbrella® fibres.



LESS
WASTE

 
Our quality Sunbrella fabrics do not rot or fade
and are highly resistant over time. As our fabrics
do not need to be replaced as often as traditional
fabrics, they generate less waste.

Today, every Sunbrella manufacturing facility
around the globe sends absolutely no waste to
the landfill.



LOW WATER 
CONSUMPTION

In the solution-dyeing process, colour pigments are
added to the yarn as it is spun, to guarantee
colourfastness and save water. The small amount of
water used in our weaving process is fully recycled
in-house.



Certifications

QSEE Certifications (QUALIT Y-SAFET Y- ENVIRONMENT- ENERGY)
ISO 9001, ISO 14001, ISO 45001 AND ISO 50001

As part of our continuous improvement approach, and to better meet the needs of customers,
our products are certified to international standards by Bureau Veritas Certification. These
standards guarantee the consistent quality of our products, protect the ecosystem, improve
energy performance and enhance the efficiency of Dickson Constant’s QSEE system.

A quality that meets human-ecological
requirements. Awarded with the
OEKO-TEX label (class II - products
with direct contact to the skin),
Sunbrella fabrics are produced without
hazardous substances and do not pose
a threat to health, the skin or the
environment. *

Sunbrella acrylic guarantees
outstanding colourfastness.

Sunbrella upholstery fabric has achieved
GREENGUARD GOLD Certification.
Sunbrella upholstery fabrics are certified
by GREENGUARD as contributing to
healthy indoor air by being a very low
emitting interior product.

* Does not apply to Sunbrella Sling



DESIGN 
EXPERTISE

 



IN 2021,
 

SUNBRELLA® 
IS RENEWED 



STRONG AND ANTHENTIC, 
THE SUNBRELLA COLLECTIONS 

TAKE YOU TO NEW FABRIC HORIZONS. 



New collection in 2 parts 

TREND COLLECTION 
57 REFERENCES

Duration 3 YEARS*

BEST-SELLERS COLLECTION
148 REFERENCES
Duration  4 YEARS

*Every 2 years, a new trend collection will be launched. 
*During the 4th year : minimum MTO  of 300 ML per ref



“The beauty in simplicity characterizes 
the Odyssey Collection. This timeless collection 
is a balance between essential and functional. »



This latest fabric quality is the result of a painstaking development
process. Enjoying a new yarn mix, it radiates warmth, comfort and
personality. Highly resistant, Archi is ideal for use on seats.
Available in six mineral and natural colours.

ARCHI

Possible waterproof  finish on the demand : minimum MTO of 200 ML



Savane comes in a range of new, vivid colours. An irregular weave
reveals its textural beauty. Savane is suited naturally to all seats and
accessories. Available in 11 colours.

SAVANE



Luxuriously curvaceous, Lopi has a thick grain and knitted aspect.
The range comes in seven fresh, joyful colours and seven luminous
neutrals. Adds a soft touch to interiors.

LOPI

More Lopi colours are available in the Bahia collection



This textured jacquard comes in six neutral tones. Light brings to
life the patinated effect and subtle reflections and gives a lustrous
quality to this essential fabric. Perfectly adapted to all uses.

CHARTRES

Possible waterproof  finish on the demand : minimum MTO of 200 ML



The structure of Deauve has a thicker grain that sets it apart from
Natté. Its subtle relief with reassuring qualities makes it an
upholstery classic. This range is composed of seven delicate
colours including deep black and dazzling white.

DEAUVE



Majestic is a glamorous and luxurious fabric. Light plays on its
surface to reveal the richness and depth of its sculptured
construction. An astonishing dual aspect adds unprecedented
refinement to seats and cushions. Its shapely drape is ideal for
window hangings. Four neutral hues are echoed by four deep,
striking colours that add a subtle touch to contemporary decors.

MAJESTIC

Possible waterproof  finish on the demand : minimum MTO of 200 ML



This small jacquard is inspired by the craft of raffia-weaving. Its
hand-woven effect brings to life this geometric classic.
Komo comes in five vivid colours and invigorates interiors on
decorative cushions.

KOMO



This upholstery fabric made of 50% virgin fibres and 50% recycled
fibres reflects our commitment to the environment. Colorful fibre ends
from the process of reusing the primary material may appear in the
weave and vary the fabric colour from one batch to another. This
creates a unique fabric with a natural look and vintage charm.

HERITAGE

Possible waterproof  finish on the demand : minimum MTO of 200 ML



Woven with PVC and acrylic yarns for optimal comfort and
durability, Sling is particularly well suited to outdoor furniture. The
range of seven neutrals is accented with a metallic finish.

SLING

Possible waterproof  finish on the demand : minimum MTO  of 200 ML



This pliant, semi-plain basic is ideal for outdoor furniture and
accessories. Designed for lightness, it is affordable without
compromising on quality. Available in six colours with frosted,
delicate shades.

RELAX



Timeless and versatile, Natté is a classic upholstery fabric. Natural
to the eye and elegant to the touch, it is ideal for seats and
accessories.
Natté comes in a rich palette of 23 colours, luxurious neutrals and
six new designs in invigorating, sophisticated hues.

NATTÉ

Possible waterproof  finish on the demand : minimum MTO of 200 ML



NATTÉ

Possible waterproof  finish on the demand : minimum MTO of 200 ML



Solids is the standard classic fabric in our collection. It comes in a
range of 50 colours with ottoman, piqué and chiné effects to create
a bespoke look. Available in three iconic strips and highly resistant,
Solids are adapted to any use.

SOLIDS & STRIPES

More Solids  colours are available in the Bahia collection



SOLIDS & STRIPES



SOLIDS & STRIPES



“Bahia celebrates a journey to exotic destinations. 
It’s a surprising match of sophistication and intensity.”



Traditional expertise is interwoven with innovation in the inspiringly
pure and minimalist aesthetic of Zori. This new construction with a
satin appearance and sophisticated look comes in 14 powdery and
iridescent hues. A subtle fabric with a luxurious drape and pliant
texture ideal for seats, window hangings and accessories.

Possible waterproof  finish on the demand : minimum MTO  of 200 ML

ZORI



Available in four summery colours, this two-colour stripe for
loungers or deckchairs has a vacation air. The Foutah stripe with a
craft feel and Mediterranean style is an invitation to relax.

FOUTAH



Mezzo is a new grain available in eleven luminous, invigorating
colours. This semi-plain with shifting, subtle hues adds a bold,
modern touch to interior seats or window hangings.

MEZZO

Possible waterproof  finish on the demand : minimum MTO  of 200 ML



Luxuriously curvaceous, Lopi has a thick grain and knitted aspect.
The range comes in seven fresh, joyful colours and seven luminous
neutrals. Adds a soft touch to interiors.

LOPI

More Lopi colours are available in the Odyssey collection



This three-colour weave is inspired by the elegance of masculine
attire. The graphic structure created by a weave with thick,
contrasting yarns comes in seven unique colours. From near and
far, Domino brings refinement and a certain style to any seat.
Highly resistant to abrasion, Domino is adapted to all uses.

DOMINO



Like a shadow puppet, the design of the Ikebana fabric is displayed
across its width, inviting us to enjoy the show. The bold colorful
contrasts bring this plant-inspired jacquard to life and transports us
to another land. Available in a range of six sparkling colours,
Ikebana is ideal for drapes, seats and accessories.

IKEBANA



This geometric jacquard, striking at any distance, zestily
accessorizes couches and armchairs. Marquetry is available in five,
invigorating and lively colours. The latest must-have design!

MARQUETRY



Solids is the standard classic fabric in our collection. It comes in a
range of 50 colours with ottoman, piqué and chiné effects to create
a bespoke look. Highly resistant, Solids are adapted to any use.

SOLIDS

More Solids colours are available in the Odyssey collection





THANK YOU


